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NATURE IS A VOLUME of which God is the author. Look-
ing at this work of God, one can see all the glory of creation un-
folding before him in four eternal chapters. Year after year
through summer, winter, spring, and fall the process occurs and
reoccurs.
A soft breeze blows. The leaves of a tree swish their silvery
skirts while swaying to the wind's tune. The heat of summer be-
comes the cool crispness of fall. Slowly the silvery dresses are ex-
changed for those of gold, brown, red, or yellow. One day a leaf
quietly detaches itself and in a faint breeze flutters silently to the
ground. Almost with an air of relief, without a struggle, others
follow faster and faster. Soon the ground is covered. One night a
wind, a little harder than usual, and carrying perhaps the drops
of a cold rain, comes. The show is over. Naked and bare the tree
stands stark against the sky.
As diverse in kind and character as the leaves of Nature's trees,
is man, God's greatest creation. Coming into the world tender and
unprotected as the bud on the branch, flowering into youth, hover-
ing in maturity, and withering in old age, he attempts with the
fury of the storm and the intenseness of the summer heat to fulfill
each innate desire.
In the process of learning to channel his desires and to prepare
for the storm of life, the boy goes to kindergarten, the youth to
high school, and the young man to college. The older and more
mature attempt to aid him in the conquest of the unknown, not
realizing that part of the secret lies in the patience, wisdom, order,
balance, quietness, simplicity, and interrelatedness of Nature, the
aged pedagogue.
But man, despite all his earthly knowledge, falls at the touch
of death like a withering leaf or a lifeless branch.
Realizing that the college education is a dominant factor in the
life of modern man, even though in physical form he is a transitory
character in the volume of God, this book reviews a year of the
adventures and experiences of the students of Elizabethtown
College.
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Dean Vera R. Hack man
^or \s^uletj f^^Deuoted
REACHING FAR BENEATH the earth many roots support
the giant oak towering into the heavens. Unseen and unknown,
these roots arc the very lifeblood of the tree. Walking across a
college campus one seldom stops to think about how Nature pro-
sides the surrounding foliage. Fewer times still are those persons
remembered who labor industriously, often quietlv or behind the
scecns, to keep the college abreast with the changing times.
Almost seventeen years ago Miss Vera R. Hackman began her
duties at Elizabethtown College. Serving since that time as a
teacher of English, historv, and journalism. Sock and Buskin ad-
\isor. ad\'isor to both the ETOWNIAN and CONESTOGAN,
Director of Student Acti\'ities, and Dean of Women, she has
shown an undixided interest in each student seeking her help.
Watching long dresses and high stockings give way to short
skirts and bobbv socks. Miss Hackman has pioneered in many areas
of college life. She initiated a journalism course on the campus
and made the College newspaper, the ETOWNIAN. conform to
modern newspaper standards. In 1956, under her guidance, the
CONESTOGAN staff produced Elizabethown's first AU-American
yearbook.
Two years ago social activities were enhanced with the holding
of super\'ised dances on campus for the first time. Last year Junior
and Senior women gained the prixilege of living in honors houses.
Reccnth l^lizabethtown College was appro\cd for membership in
the American Association of Universit\- Women, Miss Hackman
played a significant role in all of these endea\'ors.
Throughout the years the influence of this dvnamic personality
has been felt in countless other situations, from students' personal
problems to administrative difficulties.
With deep respect and in appreciation for a uc\cr ending dedi-
cation to a never ending task, we dedicate the u)6i CONES-
'I'OGAN to Miss Vera R. Hackman, the i^ean ot Women of
Elizabethtown College.





Come forth into the light of things,
Let Nature be your teacher.
• • •
One impulse from the vernal wood
May teach you more of man.
Of moral evil and of good.
Than all the sages can.
—William Wordsworth
When this poem is read in college English
classes, the professor usually smiles and says,
"These lines were not meant to be taken literally.
"
This may be true, but it does not rule out the fact
that much of what the poem says is also true.
Nature is a teacher, but by no means the only one.
Here on the college campus students en-
counter many teachers—Nature, classmates, activ-
ities, books, and the faculty. These latter teachers
are the forces that guide and interpret the knowl-
edge acquired from all other sources.
As winter is the season of mature serenity, so
the faculty exhibits its mature serenity in guiding
students toward their goals.




gDp. ^^. C-. (I5auaner
Pd.B., A.B., B.S., M.S., Ph.D., LLD.
President for Twenty Years
ON ITS HURRIED journey across the land the wind drops
a seed. Unnoticed, but pampered by the sun and rain in its warm
bed, the seed springs to life. First one sees it as a seedHng, then as
a sapling, and after many years as the great Norway maple. Just as
the great trees of nature rise from such humble beginnings, God
proN'ides men who rise from a humble background to do great
work.
Over six decades ago a little bov was compelled to quit school
because he was too young to attend. This boy later continued his
education and worked during the summers in a canning factory,
on a farm, and on a railroad work train. The young man distin-
guished himself bv recci\ing the first A.B. degree conferred by
Elizabethtown College. After further study, the M.S. degree in
chemistry and the Ph.D. degree were acquired from the Universit\-
of Pennsylvania and New York University respectively.
This man, with a notable background as an educator at Eliza-
bethtown College and other institutions of higher learning and as
a leader in the Church of the Brethren, was elected president of
Elizabethtown College in January of 1941. Following twenty years
of faithful scr\icc in this capacity, he announced plans for retire-
ment last spring.
In this year of 1961 the CONESTOGAN staff wishes to recog-
nize the ser\ice rendered bv Dr. A. C. Baugher, an alumnus, a
professor, a dean, and a president of Elizabethtown College.
-Seruice fKendered
Dr. Baugher—minister and educator.
Dr. Baugher leaves the gym with the 1960
commencement speaker, Ezra Taft Benson,
ex-Secretary of Agriculture.
Dr. and Mrs. Baugher relax in their home.
oDean ot the K^olleai
ROY E. MeAULEY
B.S., B.D., M.A., Ed.D.
STUDENTS OFTEN see the tall figure
of Dr. Roy McAuley walking with a pur-
poseful stride across campus. Five years ago
he came to Elizabethtown College to serve
as academic dean. In July of this year 1961
the dean will become the ninth president of
the College.
A native of Wichita, Kansas, he has a back-
ground which includes service in the min-
istry and education. Considering himself
primarily a churchman, he accepted the
presidency as a call to be dutifully fulfilled.
He faces the challenges of the future, desir-




Standing on the library steps after the historic meeting during which Dean AAcAuley was
elected to succeed President A. C. Baugher are board members, first row I. to r,, Ethel M. B.
Wenger, John G. Hershey, Dr. A. C. Baugher, Chairman Dr. Joseph Kettering, Noah S.
Sellers, Miss Martha Bucher; second row I. to r., Cyrus G. Bucher, Dr. Horace Raffensperger,
Eli H. Stoltzfus, Dr. Galen C. Kilhefner, Earl H. Kurtz, J. Aldus Rinehart; third row I. to r.,
J. L. Miller, S. S. Wenger, Norman K. Musser, Chester H Rover, Dr. I. Wayne Keller; fourth
row I. to r., D. Kenneth Hollinger, Dr. F, S. Carper, Howard A. Merkey, Paul M. Grubb,


















Dr. A. C. Baugher directs the attention of
Dean Roy McAuley, Assistant to the Treas-
urer Wilbur Weaver, Dean Vera Hackman,
Dean Edward Cri.ll, and Treasurer Earl Kurtz





























A.B., B.D., A.M., S.T.D
Professor of Bible

















Assistant Professor of English
IVA^HB BESSIE D. APGARW^^^w A.B., M.S., Ph.D.














Assistant Professor of Mathematics
AGGIE BOYET
B.A., M.A., Ed.D.
Associate Professor of EnglisK
R. LEE BYERS
B.A., B.S., M.S.
Instructor in Physics and Mathematics
HUBERT CUSTER
B.S., M.S.














A COLLEGE FACULTY attempts to
present to the world students prepared for
leadership in many facets of life. Educating
for service the faculty and administration
of Elizabethtown College consists of com-
petent men and women, thirty per cent
having earned the doctorate degree.
"Do we really have this many In elementary education?" asks




Assistant Professor of English
EDITH H. FELLENBAUM
A.B., M.A.




During the past year others, including
mn Juha Risser, Hubert Custer, Zoe Proctor,
James L. M. Yeingst, Robert Bowers, Elmer
and Edgar Bitting have continued
their respective fields.

























Associate Professor of History
ELMER B. HOOVER
B.S., M.Ed.
Associate Professor of Education




















Professor Emeritus of Bible
CLYDE K. NELSON
A.B., B.D., Th.M., M.A.
Associate Professor of History
As the size of the student body increases,
more professors are required to meet student
needs. Joining the faculty in September
were Aggie Boyet, an English professor
who knows how to enjoy life; Thomas
Harrison, an industrial manager turned
librarian; Anna Carper, a competent li-
brarian; Dayid Lasky, a newly-wed psychol-
ogy instructor; John Dwyer, an English pro-
fessor with a sly sense of humor; Ben Hess,
a serious-minded history instructor; Ertem
Asral, a Turkish English teacher untainted
by the Pa. Dutch; Donald Glossner, a
friendly business professor; and David Wil-
loughby, the new choir director.
"The history of civilization isn't such a bad course if you apply










Brigitte Putze, German exchange student, and





James Clokey, III, a business instructor
and Ethel M. B. Wenger, an instructor in
education, were second semester faculty ad-
ditions.
In addition to their busy schedules on
campus, faculty members ha\e ser\'ed as
speakers and resource personnel in manv
and varied situations.
Sunday School conventions, leadership
training schools, summer camps, education
conferences, music festivals, adult education
classes, art exhibits, educational tele\ision
programs, cixic clubs, libraries, churches,
alumni groups, student conferences, profes-
sional associations, advisory staffs, and
























Instructor in Physical Education
BRUCE M. TYNDALL
B.A., M.S.
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
ARMON C. SNOWDEN
A.B., B.D.









































TAKING PART, many times behind the
scenes, in the hectic whirl of campus life
are the house parents. These people, in ad-
dition to their official managmcnt duties in
the four main dormitories, become to many
students "parents" awav from home.
Although their hours are bus\', thc\- man-
age to find time for hobbies and other acti\-
ities. Mrs. Allan (Women's Residence) has
recently taken an interest in painting. In
the Men's Residence Mr. Brandt spends his
On a spring day Mrs. Heaton and Mrs. Cosner walk back to their dorms








leisure hours arranging winter bouquets,
while his wife takes advantage of her green
thumb.
Mrs. Cox (Women's Residence) finds
cooking fun and enjoys an evening of
Scrabble. The co-eds in Fairview Hall greatly
admire Mrs. Heaton's knack with knitting
needles. In Alpha Hall it is not uncommon
Mrs, Allan and Mrs. Cox clean the room of Marty Hefferan and John
to see Mrs. Cosner busily watering the many
Dudwitt after the boys bought their services at the Junior Fair Auction, various plants throughout the house.
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Lucy Clemens assists as Dr. Troy Thompson administers a flu
shot to Beth Swanson.
Louise Miller calls a doctor for a student with the measles.
Esther Rohrer gives Emma Home a
lesson in operating the college
switchboard.
nurSeS
THE FIRST major duty of the college
nurses—Lucy Clemens, Louise Miller, and
Elaine Showalter—was to administer flu
shots as a precautionary measure late last
fall. Aside from their busy class schedules,
they check students' man\' ailments—taping
sprains, handing out pills, and carr^'ing trays.
Theirs is a never-ending task.




The dean's secretary, Gladys Singer, seems to
have spied a more interesting subject than the
catalogue to which Doris Lewis, secretary to the
President, Martha Farver, secretary to the Treas-
urer, and Gretchen Carskadon of admissions di-
rect their attention.
Doris Cunningham, secretary in the library, watches the check-
ing of students' grades by Ruth Miller and Lois Miller, secretaries
in the Registrar's office.
Levina Huber, Caroline Zarfoss, and Robert Hol-
linger, bookkeeper, tend to their daily tasks in
the business office.
»
Mildred Lyter and Ardell Madai.j of tiie student personnel office
and Dolores Klase of the Alumni office collaborate to dictate a
letter to Ruth Frank, secretary in the Public Relations office.
29




Harry Blough, Warren Grubb, and Leroy Fackler
make a pretense of preparedness for window washing.
Howard Ober, Paul Gerlack, and Martin Shirrer make




THE KITCHEN STAFF, directed by
Food Service Director Betty Holsinger, en-
deavors to pro\-ide the student bod\' with
attracti\'e, well-balanced meals. Special
Thanksgi\ing, Christmas, and Easter din-
ners highlighted the evening meals during
the year.
MEMBERS of the janitorial staff worked
long additional hours this year in keeping
campus roads and walks clear of the heavy
snowfall. Headed bv Mr. Walter Brown, the
staff handles the majority of maintenance
work required for the buildings and grounds
on campus.
Mary Brandt, Moyer Craighead, and Mrs. Forrest Davis
serve lunch to students lil<e Gayle Lowman.
Betty Holsinger and Mary Hackman prepare cherry
pies for serving at an evening meal.
Hamburg is made into meat loaf by Mrs. Paul Heisey, Bertha
<( I Ishler, Louise Stroh, Ruth Kipp, Mary Brandt, and Sue Eyer.
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student (l3ocli
The world puts on its robes of glory now;
The very flowers are tinged with deeper dyes;
The waves are bhier, and the angels pitch
Their shining tents along the sunset skies.
—Albert Laighton
Who has looked upon a beautiful autumn
day and not marveled at the diversity to be found
in Nature? The trees, the sky, the flowers, the
grass are all arrayed in cloaks of different colors.
This diversity of form and color lends to autumn
a fascination all its own. It is this same quality,
diversity, which makes mankind so interesting.
The student body of a college campus is a
prime example of a group of people diverse in
everything from appearance to interests. How-
ever, one common goal has united them for a
time—the acquiring of an education. Much of this
education will be gleaned from Nature. But there
is more to life than is found in the realm of Nature.
Matthew Arnold said:
Know, man hath all that Nature hath, but more,
And in that inore be all his hopes of good.
No matter how different students may be, this is
a lesson to be learned and digested by all.
Fall scene along the western edge of the campus

REVERIE
"I'm a lonely little frosh in an onion patch."
S^ixtu-f one
"Yes, Sir, Mr. Markowitz, Sir."
Feeding rotten onions to the fellas
Senior Class History
The beginning of the end . . . maturity and experience . . . eight
weeks' hght load . . . future teachers . . . back to harness . . . study
. . . study . . . study . . . lesson plans . . . midnight oil . . . butter-
flies . . . first-day teaching . . . senate . . . Dave Correll (prexy) . . .
Ruth Risser (sec.-treas.) . . . Elsie Woodward . . . Ken Lease . . .
Galen Young . . . Joe Wagenseller . . . Carroll Hershey . . . -Barbara
Jones . . . last Homecoming as students . . . court representative
. . . Sandie Lutz . . . final holiday season on campus. . . .
January 14 . . . sudden shock . . . Graduate Record Exams . . .
wow! . . . exams . . . giving and receiving grades . . . student teach-
ing completed . . . relief and regret. . . .
Last registration line . . . study . . . study . . . study . . . the long
last lap . . . guests at Junior-Senior Banquet . . . lingering glance
o\er past participation . . . clubs . . . sports . . . organizations . . .
"seniorities" . . . ending exams . . . Senior Dinner Dance . . . final
fling together . . . welcomed by alumni . . . Baccalaureate Service
. . . mixed emotions . . . graduation . . . "Pomp and Circumstance"
. . . farewells . . . college . . . classmates . . . profs . . . "Keep in
touch" . . . new worlds to conquer.







Choir 1, Orchestra 1, 2, Student
Senate 3, 4; Political Science Club
4; ECCA 1, 2, 4; Canterbury Club





Choir 2, 3, 4, College Chorus 2,
3, 4; Committee on Men's Affairs
4; Student PSEA 2, 3, 4; Sock and




CONESTOGAN Staff 3, 4; Student
PSEA 4; Sock and Buskin 1 , 2, 3,
4; ECCA 1, 2; May Court 2, 4;
Homecoming Court 4, Class Offi-
cer 4; Young Republican Club 4;
FIC Committee 2; Dramatic Work-





College Chorus 1, 2; Student Sen-
ate 4; Varsity E Club 3, 4; WAA
r, 2, 3, 4; LSA 4; Women's Bas-

























SAM 3; Student PSEA 3, 4; WAA






B. S. In Education
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JOHN A. BRIGHTBILL
B. S. in Education
GLORIA ANN BRUBAKER
B. S. in Education
ARLENE M. BOMBERGER
Lebanon, Pa.
College Chorus 1, 2, 3, 4; Student
PSEA 1, 2, 3, 4; ECCA 1, 2, 3;
CBYF 1, 2, 3.
GLORIA ANN BRUBAKER
Ephrata, Pa.
College Chorus 1, 2, 3, 4; Student
PSEA 1, 2, 3, 4; WAA 1, 2, 3, 4;










Political Science Club 3, 4.
ALICE LILLIAN BURROWS
East Stroudsburg, Pa.
College Chorus 2, 3; Orchestra 2;
Student PSEA 2, 3, 4; ECCA 2, 3.
ALICE LILLIAN BURROWS








Committee on Women's Affairs 3;
Student PSEA 4; Varsity E Club
2; Sock and Buskin 2, 3, 4; Ger-
man Club 2; Hockey 1 , 2, 3, 4;
May Court 2; FIC Committee 3.
N. ELIZABETH BUSH
Stuarts Draft, Va.
College Chorus 1; Student PSEA
2; WAA 2; Sock and Buskin 2;
CBYF 1; May Court 2; Homecom-




Political Science Club 3, Student
PSEA 3, 4; ECCA 3, 4; LSA 3, 4;





Orchestra 1, 2, 3; Political Science
Club 1, 2, 3, 4; CONESTOGAN
Staff 2, 3, 4; WAA 3; ECCA 1, 2,
3, 4; CBYF 1, 2, 3, 4; Young Re-




Student PSEA 4; Varsity E Club
1, 2, 3, 4; Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4; Base-








B. S. in Education
LUCY F. CLEMENS
Hatfield, Pa.
Varsity E Club 4; ECCA 3, 4;








Havre de Grace, Md.
SAM 3; Student PSEA 2; Dramatic
Workshop 1; ECCA 1, 2.
LEE G. CONNER
Lebanon, Pa.
Committee on Men's Affairs 3;
Phi Beta Chi 2, 3, 4; Men's Ten-
nis 2, 4; Lab Assistant 2, 3, 4,
RUTH C. COAKLEY













College Chorus 1; Student Senate
4; Committee on Men's Affairs 3;
Political Science Club 4; Varsity E
Club 3, 4; ECCA 1; Baseball Man-
ager 1, 2; FIC 3.
DOUGLAS E^ CROMER
Hanover, Pa.
Choir I; ECCA 1, 2, 3; LSA 3, 4;




College Chorus 1, Phi Beta Chi
2, 3, 4; Student PSEA 4; WAA 1,
2, 3; ECCA 1, 2; Canterbury Club
3, 4.
BARBARA CURTIS



















Choir 1; Phi Beta Chi 3, 4; ECCA
1, 2, 3; LSA 1, 2, 3; Philosophy
Club 3, 4; CBYF 4; Pep Band 4;
Religious Dranna 2, 4.
LINDA MURRAY ELLIOTT
Wenonah, N. J.
SAM 3, 4; CONESTOGAN Staff 3,
4; Varsity E Club 4; WAA 2, 3, 4;
Basketball 2, 3, 4; Young Repub-
lican Club 4; Senior Counselor 4.
DENNIS DOUGHERTY
Elizabethtown, Pa.
SAM 4; Sock and Buskin 2, 3, 4.
ELFRIEDE NEUFELD ELSTON
Elizabethtown, Pa.
College Chorus 1, 2; CONESTO-
GAN Staff 2, 3, 4; Student PSEA
1, 3, 4; WAA 3; Dramatic Work-
shop 1; ECCA 1, 2, 3.
ELFRIEDE NEUFELD ELSTON








ETOWNIAN Staff 3, 4; CONES-
TOGAN Staff 4; Student PSEA 4;
WAA 3; ECCA 1, 2, 3; French Club
2; Residence Assistance 4.
JANICE L. FERSTER
Hanover, Pa.
Choir 2, 3, 4; College Chorus 1,
2, 3; Orchestra 1, 2; ETOWNIAN
Staff 1, 2, 3; Student PSEA 1, 2,
3, 4; WAA 1 ; ECCA 1 , 2, 3,- French
Club 2, 3, 4; Residence Assistance
3, 4.
CLAUDE L, FOREMAN, JR,
Reading, Pa.
Choir 3; College Chorus 1; Student
PSEA 3, 4; Sock and Buskin 1, 2,





SAM 3, 4; CONESTOGAN Staff 2;














SAM 1, 2, 3, 4; Political Science
Club 4; Varsity E Club 1, 2, 3, 4;










SAM 4; Political Science Club 2,
3, 4; Phi Beta Chi 3, 4; Student
PSEA 4; WAA 2; ECCA 4; Resi-
dence Assistance 3, 4
HOWARD GOTKIN
B. S. in Education
ROSALIND E. GRIFFIN















Philosophy Club 1, 2; Political
Science Club 1, 2, 3, 4; French














Student Senate 3; Varsity E Club
2, 3, 4; Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4;





Varsity E Club 4; ECCA 1, 2,




Political Science Club 4; SAM 4.
ROBERT L. HEFFLEY
Stevens, Pa.
Choir 1, 2, 3, 4; College Men's
Quartet 1, 4; SAM 3, 4.
CAROL R. HEILMAN
York, Pa.
College Chorus 1, 2; ETOWNIAN
Staff 2; CONESTOGAN Staff 1, 2,
3, 4, Editor-in-chief 4; Student
PSEA \, 2, 2, 4; WAA 2, 3; Sock
and Buskin 2, 3, 4; Dramatic
Workshop 1, 2; ECCA 1, 2, 3, 4;
LSA 4; Residence Assistance 3, 4.
CAROL R. HEILMAN
B. S. in Education
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CARROLL HERSHEY






Student Senate 4; Phi Beta Chi 3;
Student PSEA 4; Varsity E Club 2,
3, 4; ECCA 1; Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4;




Varsity E Club 2, 3, 4; Wrestling








ECCA 2, 3, 4.
DONALD H. HOSLER
AAanheim, Pa.
SAM 3, 4; Varsity E Club 1, 2, 3,
4; ECCA 4; CBYF 1, 4; Cross
Country I, 2, 3, 4; Baseball 3.
JAMES R. HOSTETLER
Palmyra, Pa.
Orchestra 1; Student PSEA 4; Eta








Political Science Club 4; Student
PSEA 3, 4; ECCA 1, 4.
^ixiu-f one
JAMES R. HOSTETLER
B. S. in Education
HAROLD EUGENE HUBER
B. S. in Education
FRANK H. INGHAM
New Freedom, Pa.
Choir 3, 4; College Men's Quartet
4; SAM 3, 4; Sock and Buskin 4;
ECCA 4; LSA 4.
PATRICIA B, JACKSON
Springfield, Pa.
Orchestra 1, 3; Phi Beta Chi 1, 2,















Choir 1, 2; Committee on Men's
Affairs 4; Phi Beta Chi 2, 3, 4;




Committee on Women's Affairs 2,
3; Student PSEA 3, 4; Varsity E
Club 2, 3, 4; WAA 1, 2, 3, 4;
Hockey 1 , 2, 3, 4, Women's Bas-
ketball 1, 2, 3, 4.
LLOYD D. KERCHNER
Hanover, Pa.











College Chorus 2, 3, 4; Political
Science Club 2, 3, 4; Student
PSEA 1, 2, 3, 4; WAA 3; ECCA
1, 2, 3, 4.
HENRIETTA A. KOHR
York, Pa.
Choir 1, 2, 3, 4; Mixed Quartet 4;
College Chorus 1, 2, 3, 4; Com-
mittee on Women's Affairs 3; Stu-
dent PSEA 2, 3, 4; Dramatic Work-




Choir 1 , 2, 3; College Chorus 1 , 2;
Political Science Club 3, 4; Sock
and Buskin 3, 4; ECCA 1, 2; Eta
Gamma Kappa 3, 4; German Club
1, 2.
CAROL LEE KRUGER
B. S. in Education
CAROL LEE KRUGER
Enola, Pa.






ETOWNIAN 1, 2, 3; CONESTO-
GAN Staff 1, 2, 3, 4; Student
PSEA 4; Sock and Buskin 1, 2, 3,
4; Dramatic Workshop 1, 2; ECCA
1, 2; Canterbury Club 3, 4; Phi-




Student Senate 4; SAM 3, 4; Poli-
tical Science Club 1, 2, 3, 4; LSA











Choir 1, 2, 3, 4; College Chorus
1, 2, 3, 4; CONESTOGAN Staff 4;
Student PSEA 1,2, 3, 4; ECCA 1,
2, 3, 4.
PETER LIACOURAS
Penns Grove, N. J.
JIM LINEWEAVER
Fredericksburg, Pa.
Choir 1; College Chorus 1; Var-
sity E Club 3, 4; Wrestling 1, 2;








JAMES E. MacBRIDE, JR.
York, Pa.
Phi Beta Chi 2, 3, 4; Canterbury
Club 3, 4; Lab Assistant 4.
SANDRA CAROL MacLAUGHLIN
Monroeville, N. J.
ETOWNIAN Staff 3; ECCA 1, 2;
Hockey Manager 3; Basketball
















College Chorus 1; Phi Beta Chi 1,
2; ETOWNIAN Staff 2, 3, 4, Edi-
tor-in-chief 4; CONESTOGAN Staff
2; ECCA 1, 2.
LOUISE E. MILLER
Ringtown, Pa.



















Phi Beta Chi 1; Dramatic Work-
shop 1; ECCA 1, 2; FIC Commit-
tee 2; Residence Assistant 1, 2.
LLOYD NYCE
Vernfield, Pa.
Varsity E Club 3, 4; ECCA 1, 2,
3, 4; Eta Gamma Kappa 3, 4;
CBYF 1, 2, 3, 4; Cross Country




B. S. in Education
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VIRGINIA L, PATTON AAAXINE QUILLEN
Honey Brook, Pa. York, Pa.
SAM 3, 4; Student PSEA 3, 4;
WAA 1, 2, 3, 4; ECCA 1, 2;
Hockey 2, 3; Residence Assistant
3, 4.
GLORIA N. PAULES SANDRA REIFSTECK
Wrightsville, Pa. Alfoona, Pa.
Choir 1; College Chorus 1; ECCA Choir 1, 2, 3, 4; College Women's
1, 2, 3, 4; LSA 1, 2, 3, 4; Lab Trio 4; Committee on Woman's
Assistant 2. Affairs 4; SAM 3, 4; Student
PSEA 1, 2, 3, 4; WAA 1, 2, 3, 4;
Sock and Buskin 3, 4; Basketball
2, 3; Athletic Assistant 1, 2, 3,
4; ECCA 1, 2, 3, 4.
ROBERT P. PETERS, JR. REGINA RICE
Dover, Pa. Paradise, Pa.
Tennis 2. Student PSEA 2, 3, 4; WAA 1 ;
ECCA 1, 2, 3; French Club 2.
SANDRA REIFSTECK














College Chorus 1; SAM 4; Political





Student Senate 3, 4; ETOWNIAN
Staff 4; Varsity E Club 2, 3, 4;
Cheerleader 1, 2, 3; May Court
3, 4; Homecoming Court 2; FIC
Committee 2, 3; Residence Assis-
tant 2, 3, 4.
LYNNE ROUDABUSH
B. S. in Education
LYNNE ROUDABUSH
Johnstown, Pa.
Choir 1, 2, 3, 4; College Women's
Quartet 2, 3; Trio 4; College Chor-
us 1,2, 3, 4; Student PSEA 2, 3,
4; WAA 3; ECCA 1, 2, 3, 4; CBYF
1, 2, 3, 4; Residence Assistant
1, 2, 3, 4.
JOHN F. SABBI
Downingtown, Pa.
SAM 3, 4; Political Science Club 4;
Varsity E Club 3, 4; Basketball 1;








College Chorus 1, 2; Phi Beta Chi
2, 3; Varsity E Club 3; WAA 1,
2, 3; ECCA 1, 2; Basketball 1, 2,






SAM 3, 4; Varsity E Club 3, 4;




















Student PSEA 4; Varsity E Club
4, ECCA 1; Wrestling 1, 2, 3;
Baseball Manager 2; FIC Commit-
tee 2; Residence Assistant 4.
CLARK N. SHIPPER
Millerstown, Pa.
College Chorus 1; Student PSEA
3, 4; German Club 4.
ANN SNYDER
York, Pa.
College Chorus 3, 4; Student
PSEA 1, 2, 3, 4; WAA 1, 2, 3, 4;
CBYF 1, 2, 3, 4; ECCA 1, 2, 3, 4.
ANN SNYDER
Bachelor of Arts





HERBERT A. SPANNUTH, JR,
Jonestown, Pa.
Phi Beta Chi 1, 2, 3, 4, Varsity
E Club 2, 3, 4; ECCA 1; Soccer
1, 2, 3, 4, Tennis 1; Class Officer
3; Lab Assistant 2, 3, 4.
RICHARD J. SPANGLER
Campbelltown, Pa.
CONESTOGAN Staff 4, Business
Manager 4, Political Science 3, 4.
JOAN LOUISE SPRINGER
Highspire, Pa.

















Committee on Women's Affairs 2
Varsity E Club 2, 4, WAA 1, 2, 4
Hockey 2, 4; Basketball 1, 2, 4





B. S. in Education
PATRICIA A. USINGER







Choir 2, 3, 4; College Chorus 2,
3, 4; Political Science Club 4;
ECCA 1, 2, 3, 4; Eta Gamma




College Chorus 1, 2; Committee
on Women's Affairs 4; Phi Beta
Chi 2; Varsity E Club 2, 3, 4;
WAA 1, 2, 3, 4; Hockey 2, 3, 4;




Student PSEA 3, 4; Varsity E Club
3, 4; WAA 1, 2, 3, 4; Hockey 1,
2, 3, 4; Basketball 1, 2, 3, Man-
ager 4; Tennis 1 , 2, 3, 4.
JANET E. WAGNER
Myerstown, Pa.
Political Science Club 2, 3, 4; Stu-
dent PSEA 2, 3, 4; WAA 1; ECCA
I, 2, 3, 4; CBYF 1, 2, 3, 4.
PATRICIA WALBORN
Palmyra, Pa.
College Chorus 1; SAM 3, 4; Stu-
dent PSEA 2, 4; WAA 1; ECCA



























ETOWNIAN Staff 4; Student PSEA




B. S. in Education
JANET GRACE WOLGEMUTH
B. S. in Education
VICTOR E. WILSON
Harrisburg, Pa.
Political Science Club 3, 4.
CARL R, WITTLINGER, III
Elizabethtown, Pa.










Student Senate 3, 4; Student PSEA




ETOWNIAN Staff 4; ECCA 1, 3,
4; Student PSEA 1, 2, 3, 4; Phi-
losophy Club 3, 4; CBYF 1; FIC




College Chorus 3, 4; WAA 3, 4;
ECCA 3, 4; Residence Head 4.
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ELSIE H. WOODWARD
B. S. in Education
GALEN YOUNG
Wallingford, Pa.
Choir 1; College Chorus 1; Stu-
dent Senate 2, 3, 4; SAM 4; Sock
and Buskin 3, 4; ECCA 1, 2, 4;
Philosophy Club 3, 4; German





B. S. in Education
MARA ZNOTENS
Quakertown, Pa.
College Chorus 1; SAM 3, 4;
CONESTOGAN Staff 3, 4; WAA
1, 2, 3, 4; LSA 3, 4, May Court
1, 4; Homecoming Court 1, 2;



























Ruth Ann Geiselman gives Dean
McAuley a "chewing out" after she




"Do I really look all right?" Robin Bonier asks John Mummert as she in-
spects her make-up at a dress rehearsal for An Inspector Calls.
Junior Class History
Third arri\al . . . September . . . registration line ... get those
required courses in . . . September 24 . . . Ben Ilur in Philadelphia
. . . Senators . . . George Lott (veep) . . . Evelyn Strauss. . . .
Soccer . . . Woody Kerkeslager . . . most \aluable player . . .
NAIA tournament . . . luirray ... no junior achievement English
tests . . . what a relief . . . Homecoming representative . . . Ruth
Ann Geiselman. ...
December 7 . . . class rings ordered . . . classes . . . classes . . .
classes . . . many club officers . . . basketball mainstays . . . Feb-
ruary 24 . . . class auction . . . proceeds to WUS. . . .
April 14 . . . Junior-Senior Bancjuct '. . . Allenberry . . . many
memories . . . classes . . . classes . . . classes . . . exams . . . seniority
ahead.


















































































































































































The crowd watched and listened eagerly as auctioneer George Lotf and
clerks Jim Lineweaver and Jim Weaver waited expectantly for a bid
while . . .
Ken Lease and Linda Crawford spun the wheel of fortune and students

















The sophomores aided the Jays in their victory.
72
Lonny Thomas patiently waits for Doris Weir to makeup his face.
Sophomore Class History
Siiiiiiiiertime . . . class blazers . . . September 14 . . . sophomores
(wise fools) . . . senators . . . Paul Dick . . . Dale Good . . . books
. . . books . . . books . . . October 15 . . . Homecoming . . . sopho-
more representative . . . Lois Herr . . . fellows pulled through the
lake . . . cheerleaders lost . . . autumn . . . golds . . . browns . . . reds
. . . soccer . . . se\en sophomore men . . . cross country . . . two
runners . . . field hockey . . . nine Risserettes. . . .
Welcome pause . . . turkey time . . . basketball . . . three junior
\arsit\- men . . . two varsity placers . . . women's basketball . . . one
junior \arsity member . . . four \'arsitv gals . . . the pace quickens
. . . Yulctide spirit- covers campus . . . Christmas vacation . . .
January 6 . . . sophomores hosts to frosh . . . "Twelfth Night Ball"
. . . Hotel Yorktownc . . . special dances . . . back to the old grind
. . . term papers . . . final exams . . . grades? . . .
The "long line" in the gym . . . active club members . . . the
Easter "bunny" . . . spring . . . park benches . . . the lake . . . books
. . . books . . . books . . . finals . . . farewells . . . new vistas as juniors.























ANNETTE BLOM BARBARA BOMBERGER ROSE MARIE BORTNER RONALD BOWER





























































LINDA ESHELMAN HARRIETT FENIMORE MARJORIE FERSTER BURNET FLORY

































































KATHRYN MACGREGOR BETTY MARKLEY HELENE MEYER

























ANN OLSON DAVID PARTHEMORE RUTH PESCHKEN JUDITH POWELL



























































Ray Diener retrieves the ball for
E-town.
^ixtu-tnf ree
Joe Moore tries to figure out what his opponent
will do-












The freshmen girls, dressed
as hillbillies, cheered both
themselves and their fel-
lows to victory on Home-
coming Day.
Freshman Class History
September ii . . . big day . . . excitement . . . nerves . . . rain
. . . tests . . . F.I.C. . . . important initials for freshman . . . fresh
. . . "Growl for me, frosh!" . . . grass benders ... "I always wear
pajamas to class, don't you?" . . . dinks and signs . . . down to
work . . . work . . . work. . . .
Homecoming . . . queen Linda Sto\er . . . ugly man Henry
Nelson . . . victory . . . tug-of-war . . . cheering contest. . . .
Thanksgi\ing . . . first vacation . . . Christmas on campus . . .
holiday spirit . . . work . . . work . . . work . . . term papers . . .
January 6 . . . "Twelfth Night Ball" . . . Yorktowne Hotel . . .
final exams . . . ouch! . . .
Second semester . . . New Year's resolutions . . . new courses
. . . new intentions . . . the long pull . . . work . . . work . . . work




Right: Jim Sclichter reviews his history notes
with Richard Wright, Whitfield Warmouth, Bev-
erly Mucha, and Albert Koch.
Left; Anne AAakowiak, Lorraine Krall, Joyce
Wagner, and Larry Kozubal smile with relief
after their first exposure to freshman tests.
Lower left: Joyce Saldin, Margie Hollinger, and
Marilyn Young listen to Marilyn Meager as she
scans the headlines.
Marian Fullingfon, David Brownback, and Carolyn
Frifs glance at a yearbook while waiting for
friends to meet them in Alpha Lounge.
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S^ixtu'four
Thomas Stauffer, Nan Philo, and Sonja Banker!
check the card file in the library.
Joan Pell and Suzanne Markey meet their first
obstacle in college—a book.
Dick Kennedy gets change for Theodora Fair, Pauline Shambaugh,
and Anne Powers in the Jay's Nest.
AAusic, music, music—for Stephanie Gotlob, Olwyn Swartz, and
Ella Daubert during a moment away from the books.
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Lorraine Flemming, Carole Schoening, John
Patterson, and Lloyd Murray entertain them-
selves at the piano.
Wesley Leidig, Brenda Butz, and Larry Sauder
rest after a hard day's work in the library.
Dale Miller, Karl Brown, Kenneth Krall, David Merkel, and James
Zuck are prepared for a "hot" night. mw





Reed Sharp, Mary Ann Borke, Darlene Miller,
and Sandra Martin discuss the new Jay's Nest
with Sammy Blue Jay.
Philip Bender, Robert Wittlinger, Gerald Greiner,
and Tom Goodman take the first of many glances
at their books.
On the way to lunch are Alayne Landes, Kathy Metallo, Gail Griffiths
Before a busy afternoon, Martha Black, Richard
Brown, Bonnie Lee Royce, and William Drean
pause for the photographer.
i latare produced
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Leon Blosser, Carol Boerum, James Balmer (top),
Susan Peters, and Mona Clapper (bottom) waif
outside the New Men's Residence to receive their
special duties from FIC members.
These "hardly human, slighty sappy, certainly
silly frosh"^Janet Jones, Sylvia Berger, Gerald
Fassett, Loretta Good, and Kenneth Good
—
chuckle about the dissertation given at the initi-
ation meeting last evening.
Joseph Stapleton, Michael Staman, and Gail Tice discuss courses
and professors in Alpha Lounge after dinner.
notkina uSeie56
Fresh! Get off that grass! What will the conse-
quences be for Gene Marderness and Eleanor
Hall who have stopped outside the college store




Henry Habecker, James Koons, and Gary Rohr-
baugh make a stop at the Jay's Nest to take
advantage of the vending machines.
Posing in the new Men's Lounge are Don Brown, Joseph Raim,
Edwin Sieber, Carol Crawford, Clyde Kreider and Harry Lusky.
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Janet Nyce, Jackie Coken, and Janet Risser hold a round-table dis-
cussion in Fairview.
Three Freshmen "flowers"—Sandie Hoopes,
Nancy Hoff, and Diana Miller—pause in the new
Men's Residence Lounge on Homecoming Day.
Linda Vanderslice, John Holsinger, Janet Walton,
and Betty Weir keep in touch with home.
Caroline Heimerer, Judith Hash, Leon Swigart, and Bonnie Hancher
have to smile about their silly initiation attire.
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Four smiling Freshman—Sue Ann Wanamaker,
Linda Clary, Nancy Winger, and Janice Cramer
take time out from their conversation to pose
for the camera.
Could the textbook possibly be so funny, or is it
Dave Koser's joke that Gayle Hoffman and Linda
Gilfillan are laughing about?
Could this be "Social Order"? Karen Baker and
Peter Beebee hand Alvin Hershey the sociology





j^ Before the soccer game, Catherine Heffner, Rita Simpson and Ralph
Crouch predict the score.
fluhare prepared materlai before
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Roberl Baumbach, Philip Fitzpatrick, and Mary
Ann Poljanec discuss their first English composi-
tion before class.
Donald Schlosser, Esther Strehle, John Longen-
derfer (standing), David Ferrell, and Linda Stover
(sitting) relax by the fireplace in the New/ Men's
Residence before continuing their tour of the
campus dorms.
Freshmen eagerly anticipate the coming social events. Eloise
Beckham, Conrad Dupes, and Ruth Sfehman carefully check the
announcements posted just inside the Library.
Better put that sign on, Karl!—Linda Crav^ford,
Karl Boehringer,and Carol Hughes try to conceal
themselves until the upperclassmen have dis-
appeared from sight!




Donald Harlacher, Shirley Haldeman, Gertrude
Miller, and Bill Bentz pick up some energy to
face the FIC.
Comparing notes on the uses of a wastebasket
are Nina Doughty, Dave Cupp, Barbara Hunt, and
Mabel Dobronte.
Gary Maul and Clark Renninger patiently wait for the mail
MIckael Clayton and Nancy Boyer share a joke about initiation.
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Joanne DePiefro shows Martha Appleton and Lois Clark how to be
the properly equipped freshnnan.
BMLTT
John Longstreth helps Lillian Harris, Lorraine
Murphy, and Susan Peterman take care of such
details as the sign out sheet in the girl's dor-
mitory.
Jay Lehman, Mark Miller, Joyce Mease, Michael
Thomas, and Marcia Helms study freshman regu-
lations.
Thomas Pinnel, Philip Gerhard and Robert Garvey attempt to get
started on their studying.
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^W ill
High school days seem far away as Joan Raver,
Fred Griffin, Phyllis Keener and John Kieft com-
pare their class rings.
Wallace Macpherson, Virginia Rudy, Dennis
Hartenstine, Diana Dibert, and Jeff Sensing wait
for an FIC member to get them off their cans.
Jenny Harbison's conversation with Robert Fike seems to interest
Carol Jane Hoover, Paul Chase, Kay Campbell, and Jane Kline.
Louis Edwards, Barbara Ruth, and Jack Neibert
keep posted on news around the world.
r Iatare does not IturrUy
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Frosh Kenneth Frey, Stanley Delp, Andra Mueller,
and Gary Dunkelberger appear unexpectedly
bright-eyed after that six o'clock campus clean-up!
Who says the Age of Chivalry is gone? John
Neely holds the fountain for Judith Hock as
Robert Hopple patiently awaits his turn.
Now, Charles, don't chop up those books without first giving them
a try! Gary Gillham and Charles Lusk are caught in the act in the
College Book Store by La Von Manning and Melvin Klase.
Three frightened frosh—Carole Shanklin, Penny
Royer, and Mary Ann Connelly—think of the day




Dalton Fine finds a good station for Leonard Goss and Charlotte
Wenger in the Alpha Lounge.
^ixtu'four
It's a tight squeeze for Audrey Mast as Michael
Keys and James Purnell try to trap her in Fair-
view's basement.
Gail Knapp, Barbara Brokaw, and Larry Althouse
frown as all good freshmen do during initiation.
Eugene Myers tells an amusing story to JudI Pelley, Jack Huitt,
Susan Faber, and Peggy Jackson.
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Elaine Flemming and Anne Sharpe stand by as Richard Frantz
and
Robert Kerr hold up the railing in front of Alpha Hall.
Daniel Short and John Saalman add their names
to the guest list of the Brethren Church.
Linnea Hamilton, Alan Levine, and Barbara
Lohman laugh as they recall a certain rain dance
at a recent mass meeting!
Marjorie Coar hopes for some change as she, Gerre Greiberg,
Judith Malarick, and Richard Irwin patronize the college store.
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Leisurely hanging up their jackets, Thomas Brown, Joan Barge, and
Elaine Zeiders chuckle over the latest campus jokes.
"We freshman"—Edward Holle, Barbara Bechtel,
and Anne Keuhnelian—"really dress in style!"
"This is number 24." Phyllis Ann Lackman tele-
phones the men's residence to make a date for
Sadie Hawkins' weekend as Noreen Lloyd waits
to call her "L'il Abner."
Janice Longenecker reads about our soccer vic-
tory as Bob Fackler and Luise Kempel eagerly
listen.
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Charles Shaffner and Earl Zinn don't seem to happy about the duty
the FIC has just assigned them—to clean every FIC member's room!
Mary Ann Reagan leads Robert Weirich, Deborah
Pole, and Richard Long in the Alma AAater—so
vital for every freshman to know.
-^'m^ ^
Look at those fancy clothes! Marvin Hoster,
Martha Sprecher, and Carole Robinson are quite
unique in their different colored shoes and socks.
Mary Garber chats with Joseph Eshelman as she





THE FIRST ACT of a student on cam-
pus is registration. Here the new student
is introduced to the various courses available
to him in his field. From this point he is a
bona fide member of the college family.
Following preliminary testing to deter-
mine his capabilities, interests, and achieve-
ment, the novice enters into the primary
facet of his college life—classes. In the col-
lege classroom, he encounters the lecture
method of instruction for perhaps the first
time.
Freshmen stand in their first registration line at
Elizabethtown College.
Dr. Apgar lectures to his cat anatomy class
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One of the objecti\es of a college educa-
tion is increased indi\idual research. The
campus library is the hub of this activity and
a center for campus study. Of course, not all
studying is done in the library. Many stu-
dents prefer the solitude of their own rooms
for concentration, while others find the nec-
essary atmosphere out-of-doors.
Elizabethtown College attracts many busi-
ness students, administrati\e and education-
al. The courses in this field range from the
practical to the theoretical, in\olving the
developing and polishing of specific skills.
Gloria Paules and Kerry Rice enjoy studying out-
side on a warm fall day.
Professor Glossner explains the intricacies of an
income tax return to confused students.
1(X3
A liberal arts student, while concentrating
upon a particular major, acquires a back-
ground in the diversified areas included in
the liberal arts curriculum. Courses in the
arts van,' from Shakespeare to Partial Differ-
ential Equations.
A basic facet in the science curricula is
laboratory work in\ol\ing experimentation
and research. In the various labs, students in
the sciences apply principles learned in the
classroom to practical situations.
As the winner of the local Lions Club speech
contest, Ruth Ann Tice receives the ten dollar
prize from K. Ezra Bucher.
Working on their own cats for the first time
proved quite interesting for Larry Hetzel and
Gloria Paules, but Dr. Apgar's assistance was
needed in following the correct procedures.
Dr. Stambaugh aids Joyce Miller and Harry Bell
in taking a measurement during a chemical ex-
periment.
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The culmination of the education stu-
dent's effort is the eight-week period of
practice teaching during the first semester of
his senior year. This more tlian anything else
in college prepares the future teacher for
his career. Another development open to
seniors which enables them to round out
their courses of study is the seminar pro-
gram. In the fields of mathematics, history,
and Bible and philosophy, small groups work
in their respective areas in individual efforts
to enrich their knowledge on chosen topics
under faculty supervision.
Student teacher Carol Heilman collects papers
from her fourth graders as her cooperative
teacher looks on in the background.
Looking into the Channel 8 camera. Dr. Vos-
burgh presents one of a series of programs on
marriage and the family for the "College of
the Air."
Dean AAcAuley talks with Betty Wenger and
Diana Dibert, the only freshmen who made the
dean's list at the end of the first nine-week
marking period.
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Above: A rehearsal of
Madwoman of Chaillot
holds a certain fascination
for John Mummert, Diana
Diberf, and John Grove.
ctssrootn
Sadie Hawkins' descendants, Mara
Znotens, Use Langer, and Diana Neu-
bauer set a trap for unsuspecting
Dogpatch men.
Dogpatch characters Diana Neubauer,
Frank Ingham, Lynne Roudabush,
Lucy Clemens, Terry Stoudnour, and
Anna Yoder congregate in the Nevi/
Women's Residence lounge before
dinner.
Christmas tree blooms
under the hands of Charlotte Wen-
ger, Janet Risser, Virginia Heisey,
and Ruth Stehman.
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Right: Presidential candidate Richard Nixon
speaks in Lancaster during the campaign. Our
photographer was there.
Left: Classical guitarist Alirio Diaz plays a Vene-
zuelan dance.
Bottom: Violinist Edmund R. Cooke takes a bow
after directing the Baltimore Symphony Orches-
tra in the playing of his composition, "Pano-
rama."
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Gloria Paules and Joyce Miller con-
gratulate conductor Peter Adier after
the performance of the Baltimore
Symphony Orchestra, November 15.
Left: Dr. Nevin Zuck and Dr. A. C. Baugher con-
gratulate Rosa Page Welch, spiritui singer and
worker for international brotherhood, on her
chapel performance.
fii Q
Bottom left: The Westminster Choir and Conduc-
tor Warren Martin presented the second Com-
munity Cultural program in the area high school.
Senior Barbara Jones attempts to study after her
reign as queen of Winter Weekend.
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Mr. Robert Speaighf, visit-
ing Danforth lecturer, an-
swers the questions of Herb
Spannuth, Sondra Prosser,
Clark Shiffer, Sandra Lutz,
Ruth Ann Geiselman, and
Beulah Taylor concerning
his career as actor and au-
thor.
Senior Class officers Joe
Wagenseller, Barbara Jones,
Sandra Lutz, and Lonny
Thomas scan the Viewbook
during a break in a plan-
ning session.
The main lounge of the
New Men's Residence is at-
tractive and conducive to
relaxation.
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Dr. Baugher greets Gov. David Law-
rence as he arrives on campus for a
student assembly lecture on better
government.
Claude Foreman, a veteran actor and
expert make-up artist, assists John
Grove with his make-up for An In-
spector Calls.
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Helping to rouse enthusiasm at the
Homeconning soccer game against
Gettysburg, Sue Faber, Judy Nesbit,
Kay Butler, and Sandy Martin lead a
new cheer.
fl^
Barry Boyer attempts to boost the
Jays' margin over Wilkes.
E-town fans cheer wildly as the Jays
score another two points.
Ill
^^^cuvitied
Up, up my Friend, and quit your hooks;
Or surely you'll grow double:
—William Wordsworth
This is the cry most students feel when it
comes to the various activities on campus. What
an uninteresting existence the Hfe of a college stu-
dent would be without extra-curricular activities.
Students are here to learn, that's true, but not all
that learning is of a purely academic nature. There
are times when it is more important to know how
to get along with people than to be able to solve a
differential equation. Better human understand-
ing is just one of the many derivatives of the extra-
curricular program at Elizabethtown.
Just as "Every tree gives answer to some dif-
ferent mood," the extra-curricular program gives
answer to the moods and interests of all of the stu-
dents. Through participation in the numerous
clubs and organizations, students grow and de-
velop experientially.












THE STUDENT SENATE functions as the governing body
of the Student Association and has become one of the most im-
portant organizations at Elizabethtown College. As the link be-
tween the students and the administration, the senate voices the
desires of both. Tliis group supports various committees which
facilitate the handling of increased responsibility accompanying
an enlarging student body.
This year, under the leadership of Da\id Correll, the Senate
endeavored to .provide a well-rounded program of religious, in-
tellectual, athletic, and social activities. Correll and George Lott,
vice-president, served as members of the Lyceum committee which
brought such art programs as the lectures of Mr. Robert Speaight,
the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra, and the Westminster Choir
to Elizabethtown.
Several large dances, including the Valentine formal, numerous
full-length movies, Sadie Hawkins Weekend, Winter Weekend,







President Dave Correll introduces an issue to Senators Joe Wagenseller, Evelyn
Strauss (partially hidden), Dale Good, Carroll Hershey, Barbara Jones, Elsie Wood-





The Committee of Men's Affairs gather for a meeting in the New Men's Lounge. They are Leroy
Bear, Bob Rosenberger (kneeling), Lonny Thomas (co-chairman), Ellwood Kerkeslager (co-chairman).
Bob Teufel, Ralph Johnson (kneeling), Glenn Bucher, Glenn Buckwalter, and Park MellotI (kneeling).
Co-chairman Lois Herr waits for suggestions from Ruth Ann Geiselman (co-chairman), Martha
Eppley, Naomi Lucabaugh, Sandra Reifsteck, Ruth Ann Tice, and Nancy Karlheim. Rosalind Griffin







INITIATED THIS YEAR under the
direction of the Student Senate, the student
exchange program sponsored the coming of
Brigitte Putze for a year on our campus and
Svl\ia Hixon's study for a year at the Jugcn-
heim Institute in Germany.
Several fund-raising drives were under-
taken this year to finance next year's pro-
gram. The biggest of these was the sale of
stock in the Student Exchange program.
The proceeds from the Junior Fair and auc-
tion went to the fund. A novelty record hop,
a senate-faculty basketball game, and a pizza
partv also helped to swell the total. The goal
for this year was $1,000.
THE COMMITTEE on Men's Affairs
and the Committee on Women's Affairs
both deal with problems encountered by the
students as a result of college life. Advised
by Dean Crill and Dean Hackman, the com-
mittees endeavor to enforce college policy
with respect to all campus rules and regu-
lations.
This year the Committee on Men's Af-
fairs is headed by Glenn Bucher and Ellwood
Kerkeslager; the Committee on Women's
AfTairs bv Ruth Ann Geiselman and Lois
Herr. A major task demanding the attention
of these groups was helping with Freshmen




Ken Lease sells Dr. Baugher the first certificate for ten
shares of stock in the Student Exchange Program.
Chairman Ross Ricketts checks publicity
write-ups at a meeting of the Home-
coming committee; Robin Bonier, Elsie







ALL STUDENTS interested in science
ma\- participate in Phi Beta Chi. Each year
new initiates, who are approved by club
personnel, are accepted for membership.
This year speakers such as Miss Zoe Proctor
and Dr. Landis of Columbia, Pa., were used
to make meetings more informative.
Lee Conner, president, speaks to members of Phi Beta Clii in Alplia Hall. Members
are Dan Hodgins, Herb Spannuth, Joyce Miller, Bob Quillen, John Kieft, and James
MacBride.
THE STUDENT PSEA is open to all
students with a pedagogical interest. Each
monthly meeting presents a different in-
formative activity. The speakers attempt to
give an insight into the teaching profession
from several different angles, helping would-
be teachers to realize the tremendous re-
sponsibilities inherent in the profession.
The Pennsvlvania School /ouriiaJ supple-
ments the discussions held at meetings and
gi\'es a complete picture of educational facili-
ties throughout Pennsylvania. Published by
the National Education Association, the
NEA Journal not only aids club members in
surveying the national education scene, but
also provides extra material for college
courses.
PSEA members Nancy Markey, Jean Apgar, Doris Weir, Nancy Wolfgang, Luise
Kempel, Judy Hash, Marilyn Young, Carroll Hershey, Judith Pelley, Barbara
Brokaw, Anne AAakowiak, Tony Oskam, Doris Bushong, Linda Simkins, Beverly









Secretary Molly Moerschbacher takes notes on d\^ article that SAM president Don
Hosier is reading to the rest of the club. Pictured are Robert Heffley, Mara Znotens,
Jon Singer, Martha Eppley, and Prof. E. T. Bitting, club advisor.
IX ITS SECOND YEAR on campus,
SAM continued a program of organizing
those students preparing to enter the busi-
ness world. The promotion and ad\ancement
of management, its problems, policies, and
methods were considered this \ear on a more
elevated level.
Guest speakers highlighted the meetings.
Such experiences ga\e members an oppor-
tunity to interview business personnel and
to get direct, accurate facts about the princi-
ples of good management.
f-^otltlcat Science L^lab
MAN BY NATURE seeks order. Thus,
the process of go\'ernment evolved. The
Political Science Club aims to promote an
understanding of governmental procedures
and international affairs.
Taking full advantage of the election year,
the Political Science Club, along with its
subsidiary organizations—the Young Repub-
licans and the Young Democrats—co-spon-
sered a political rally. Democrat William
Batt, State Secretary of Labor and Industry,
and Republican John M. Ranck, former
Lancaster County District Attornev, addres-
sed the group, debating the issues of the
campaign. The Political Science Club's
mock presidential election resulted in a vic-
tory for the Nixon-Lodge team.
This spring, the club attended the Annual
Regional and State Intercollegiate Confer-
ences on Government at Harrisburg. Mem- ^'"''°" "''"""' '"^^"' ''°'"'"' ^"'^"^^ '^'"'^ members Richard Spangler, ICG chair-
. . . . .
man; Sung Ho Hahm, vice-presicJent; Joe Wagenseller, Park Mellott, Galen Young,
berS of the organization were participants in j^.^^, ^^^^^ ^^^^y^^^ e,„^.„ ^^^ Lease, president,- Belva Cassel, secre.ary-.reasurer;





"NIXON AND LODGE"-the victors g^^^ra lutz,
of our campus mock election was the team Republicans,
supported by our Young Republicans, under
the leadership of Jacob Myers and Judy Cole.
During the campaign the Nixon-Lodge
group distributed literature and circulated a
petition for Nixon. A trip to Lancaster to
see Vice-President Nixon highlighted the
Young Republicans' activities.
Holding an organization meeting, Jacob Myers informs Judy Good, Belva





Joe Wagenseller plans party politics with Young
Richard Spangler, Elsie Woodward, and Ken Lease.
Democrats Bonita Korowicki,
\aCTORY-THE CLIMAX of the cam-
paigning for Kennedy and Johnson by the
Young Democrats! Cooperating with the
Political Science Club, the Young Demo-
crats worked under the leadership of Joe
Wagenseller. Previous to election week, the
Young Democrats distributed throughout
Elizabethtown campaign pamphlets and but-
tons received from the "Citizens for Kennedy




BOTH AX HONOR and a senice club,
tlic \'arsitv "E" Club tiiis year was headed
b\- President Carroll Hershey, \'ice Presi-
dent F^llwood Kerkeslager, Treasurer Herb
Spannuth, and Secretar}' Ruth Ann Tice.
In the award di\ision, the club of letter
winners honored the outstanding senior
athletes and presented the Hollinger Memo-
rial Award to the most imprO\ed wrestler, varsity E Club members assemble on Alpha Hall steps. They include: top row,
Varsitv "E" also made distinctive jackets Ray Diener, Wilbur Gibble, Don Hosier; second row, Galen Lehman, James Weaver,
and blazers available for its members. ^'^'^ Seitzer. Lynn sayior,
Patricia Usinger,-
Kerkeslager,
third row. Vice President Ellwood
Treasurer Herb Spannuth, Wayne Howells, Lois Herr, Larry Brown,
Bevond these acti\'ities, the members co-
, , ,, ,• j c l- c >«/ j c . d .u a t n a . ,- n
. Janet Myers, Lmda Simkms, Susan Wood, Secretary Ruth Ann Tice, President Carroll
operated to provide refreshments for sale at Hershey, Gerry Botdorf, and Larry Hetzel.
most athletic functions, mums on Home-
coming Dav, and programs for soccer and
basketball games. Wcomen 6
^^tnletic
AdSociation
WAA members congregate outside Alpha. They are, on steps, Beth Swanson, Presi-
dent Martha Eppley, Vice President Naomi Lucabaugh, Secretary Ruth Ann Tice,
Treasurer Barbara Jones, Intramural Chairman Ltnda Simkins, Esther Strehle, Susan
Wood; standing, Janet Myers, Patricia Usinger, Molly Moerschbacher, Janet Bair,
Joann Metzler, Lois Herr, Alayne Landes; kneeling, Janice Hall and Brenda Keener.
KI'.ITIXG THE WOMEN'S intramural
program acti\e for the entire vear, ccrtainh"
quite a job, was well done b\- this \ear's
^^ AA. Sponsoring dormitor\- competition
and interest in sports such as soccer, \-ollev-
ball, bowling, basketball, ping-pong, and
Softball, the club fulfilled an important
place in college life.
The club officers organized se\'eral parties
and the Play-Day in the spring, in addition
to the intramural games. Linda Simkins
scr\cd as intramural chairman, while Esther
Strehle represented the freshman class. One
of the most unusual and cnjo\able events of




In a club meeting Benson Murray, Ross RIcketts, Mrs. Herr, Carroll
Hancock, Use Langer, Thomas Kramer, Douglas Cromer, Anne Makowalk,
Roger Cubbage, and Richard Lytle use cards and records to perfect their
use of French.
CONTINUING its program of expan-
sion this year, the German Club instituted
the exclusive use of the German language at
all meetings. Films and rewarding discus-
sions rounded out the club's activities.
THE FRENCH CLUB has felt a con-
siderable expansion in membership this year
and has presented interesting speakers, films,
and discussions. By speaking French at the
meetings the club members ha\e improved
their understanding of French.
An outstanding c\'ent occurring in the
early part of the year was the visit of Mrs.
Leynaud DeVitry. Her discussion on her ex-
periences in teaching conversational French
and on her background, as well as the sing-




Dr. Neumann relates some of his adventures in Europe to Dale Miller, Mrs. Neu-







IN APRIL OF ig6o a long yellow sheet
appeared in campus mailboxes. This was
the birth of the CAMPUS CRIER, an
April fool paper filled with cynical com-
ment about life at Elizabethtown College.
Continued as a source of information for
students, the CRIER appeared this year on
alternate weeks when an ETOWNIAN was
not published. Albert Yamada acted as co-
ordinator for the paper.
T. Albert Yamada (sitting) and advisor James Yeingst
prepare an edition of the CRIER.
i"Judder
EACH FALL incoming freshmen receive
a small book entitled the RUDDER which
becomes a constant companion during the
first trying weeks at Elizabethtown College.
This small book includes all rules and regu-
lations to be obeyed by students. Elsie
Woodward presided as chairman of the
group who compiled this year's publication.
The RUDDER committee, Ruth Ann Geiselman, Wilbur Gibble, Elsie
Woodward, Janice Ferster (typing), Dave Correll, and Barbara Jones make
additions and corrections in the college publication for incoming freshmen.
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i^onedto9ctn
Carol Heilman and Anne Makowiak
finish the tedious task of pasting dis-
play type on layout sheets.
Sports editors Ellwood Kerkeslager
and Lois Herr lend assistance to the
captioning of freshmen pictures.
Editor Carol Heilman makes appointments for freshmen
to have their pictures taken.
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"Wouldn't that be something to in-
clude." Janet Espenshade, Joan Lank
and Sandra Lutz laugh as they write
captions and proofread copy.
Adviser James Yeingst gives the edi-
tor a hand in proofreading and
marking copy before it is sent to the
printer.
A CONESTOGAN typist, Joann Metzler




Lois Herr and Ed Seiber collaborate to rewrite an article while circulation
manager Naomi Lucabaugh checks her almuni list.
James L. M. Yeingst—adviser, in
structor, friend.
Carolyn Heimerer, Anne Powers, and Ruth Risser (standing) give
suggestions to Virginia Colley as she types an article.
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Nancy Feo, Linda Eshelman, Fiske Martin and Editor Joyce Miller
dummy the first page of a mid-winter edition.
Criticizing the latest issue, editor Joyce Miller,
with disgust, points out to T. Albert Yamada the
headline that slipped in the printing process.
Vj.
Gary MacPherson, business manager, checl<s the ads
















Selecting the best actor and best actress is serious business for Sock and
Buskin members: secretary Sandra Reifsteck, Galen Young, Carol Heilman,
president Robin Bonier, Claude Foreman, and Helen Brubaker.
UNDER THE CHAIRMANSHIP of
Doris Weir, the Dramatic Workshop en-
couraged students to work in various phases
of campus drama. Members of the group
served on committees for all plays and pro-
vided cast members for several productions.
Workshops were held at the college in light-
ing and makeup and at the Elizabethtown
Area High School in staging.
HAVING FELT THE NEED for recog-
nition of on-campus dramatic excellence,
Sock and Buskin this year created an award
to be presented to the male and the female
senior or last year student who has done
the most for drama at Elizabethtown Col-
lege.
Continuing its policy of attendance at
non-campus productions, the club visited
Allenberr)' Playhouse in the fall to see Iht
Velvet Glove. At the beginning of the sec-
ond semester, Sock and Buskin, as in pre-
vious years, sponsored a trip to New York,
attending Gypsy and The Connection.
Sock and Buskin, as honorary drama or-
ganization, sponsors most of the college
dramatic productions, which are under the
direction of Mrs. C. G. Enterline, also the
club sponsor. During the first semester these
included The Madwoman of ChaiJIot, a
French comedy, and Christmas at the Cross-
roads, a religious play. Sock and Buskin
presentations second semester were An In-
spector Calls, a suspense drama; The Figure
on the Cross, a Lenten traveling play, and
six one-act plays in conjunction with the
class in Dramatic Production.
Lisa Emery, David Ferrell, Gary Rohrbaugh, Stanley Delp, and Doris
Weir areworking toward membership in Sock and Buskin.
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"Congratulations on a marvelous defense," the
Countess tells the Ragpicker after the trial.
Countess Joan Lank and Ragpicker Claude Fore-
man display the abilities that won them the
honored titles of best actor and best actress in




The Countesses (Joan Lank, Carol Heilman, Helen
Brubaker) dance the mazurka.
^'ft4i
"The birds no longer sing in Paris," Virginia Colley,
the deaf mute, (left foreground) explains to Lois Herr.
"There is gold in Paris," Dennis Dougherty tells John





The old man (Don Zellner) and his
blind granddaughter (Marilyn Trau-
ger) persuades the innkeeper (Jean
Apgar) to grant them shelter.
The innkeeper (Jean Apgar), the old
man (Don Zellner), the grand-
daughter (Marilyn Trauger), Mary
(Linda Hollinger), Joseph (Dale
Huber), a visiting relative (Helen
Brubaker), and the policeman (John













On a spring evening in 1912, Gerald Croft and
Sheila Eirling celebrate their engagement in the
Birling dining room.
Inspector Goole's appearance brings word of a
girl's suicide. This phony inspector causes each
member of the family to confess his part in the
supposed death of the girl.
Young Eric Birling confesses his part in the girl's
death.
After the discovery of the fake in-
spector, a conscience-stricken cast
makes a curtain call. They are Edna,
the maid (Joan Lank), student direc-
tor Helen Brubaker, young Eric Bir-
ling (John AAummert), mother Sybil
Birling, (Carol Bush), father Arthur
Birling (John Grove), Inspector
Goole (Claude Foremen), daughter
Sheila Birling (Robin Bonier) and
fiancee Gerald Croft (Lonny Thomas).
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Professor Tyndall, Professor Snowden, and Dr. Boyet serve on a panel
narrated by Bob Hanle to discuss the subject, "Increase in Knowledge,
Decrease in Faith?", with ECCA members.
A NEW PROGRAM initiated by the
ECCA this year is to pro\ide one Wednes-
day of each month for denominational
groups—Methodist, Lutheran. Brethren,
Episcopal and Presbyterian—to meet in-
dividually.
In October, a student reception was held
in honor of Brigitte Putze. German Ex-
change Student. Another major acti\ity of
the ECCA was a part\' for the crippled chil-
dren at the State Hospital in Elizabethtown.
During the Christmas season ECCA, in
cooperation with Sock and Buskin, pre-
sented a Christmas play, "Christmas at the
Crossroads," at the Brethren Church.
Professor Snowden presents his own
views on "Increase in Knowledge,
Decrease in Faith?", as did the other
two panel members.






a \tindt an W,oi/emen
SEVEN MEMBERS of the Brethren
Student Christian Movement—Fred Bucken-
dorff, Jack Breidenstine, Ralph Buffenmyer,
Janice Hall, Sondra Prosser, Charles Den-
linger, and Clyde Kiieider—and their ad-
visor. Dr. Robert Byerly, represented Eliza-
bethtown College at the Brethren Confer-
ence in Ashland, Ohio, November 24-27.
During the final session Jack Breidenstine
was elected president of the conference for
next vear. Our delegates presented the final
program of the conference, "Loving God Jack Breidenstine, president,- Lucy Clemens, Kitty
With Your Mind."
The purpose of BSCM is to help Brethren
students to become better acquainted and
to share in fun, fellowship, and worship. As
part of their program, they sponsored a party C^imltLI^6§^Ci-yh
for the Brethren Children's Home in NefFs-
ville, held a progressive religious program in
homes of various professors, and attended a
weekend retreat at Camp Swatara.
Abey, vice-president;
Terry Stoudnour, Janice Hall, secretary-treasurer; Ralph Buffenmyer, and




Sister Joan Henke, with LSA leaders Gayle Lowman, Brigitte Putze,
Deibert, and Gloria Paules, awaits the opening of meeting
Lutheran Church.
LUTHERAN STUDENTS on our cam-
pus meet the first Wednesdav of each month
at the Christ Lutheran Church for discus-
sions, films, and fellowship. Under the direc-
tion of Rev, and Mrs. Ra\niond letter and
Sister Joan Henkc, the group participated in
three big c\ents this vear. In carl\- fall, LSA
sponsored a spaghetti supper for all Luther-
an students and their friends. Miss Brigitte
Putze, German E.xchange Student, was
guest sp&iker.
Beth Deibert was elected area president
at the Annual LSA Conference held at
Gett\sburg College in carlv December. The
gg,l^
last weekend ui l'Y'bruar\', students of LSA
He-at the attended the Annual North Atlantic





THIS YEAR, as a new development, Eta
Gamma Kappa, fellowship of pre-ministerial
students, chose a pin to signify' their mem-
bership. Highlighting the program for the
vear were a trip to the Westminster Theo-
logical Seminary in November and frequent
visits to the Green Room in Lancaster to
hear theologians. In the spring the group
participated in their annual retreat at Camp
Swatara.
Future ministers (first row, I. to r.) Terry Stoudnour, Dale Varner, Russell
Showers, Park Mellott, Benson Murray (second row, I. to r.) Leon
Swigart, Ronald Bower, Eugene Myers, Mark Miller, Tom Pinnel, William
Schmid, Richard Frantz, Sfanwood Graves, and Gerald Greiner meet in
the New Women's Residence lounge.
i^anterb^ f
L^tub
CANTERBURY CLUB, the Episcopal
youth group on campus, holds its meetings
according to the ECCA denominational set-
up on the first Wednesday of each month.
On several holy days and other special
occasions, the club celebrated the Holy
Communion together in Rider Memorial
Chapel. Under the guidance of Professors
Tyndall and Dvvyer and officers Park Mellott
and Stanv\ood Graves, the club visited with
other local college Canterbur\- Clubs. Out-
Members and advisors of the Canterbury Club—Mike Clayton, Prof, Bruce Standnig C\X'nts of the year were the visits
M. Tyndall, Ben Murray, Peter Beebee, Joe Wagenseller, the Rev. Emmert of Father Chandlee, a missionarv priest from
R. Moyer, Stan Graves, Park Mellott, Prof. John T. Dwyer
—
join in an in- j.]^j> Philinoincs in November and of the
formal discussion. . .
Bishop of Harrisburg m rebruary.
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Methodists Pat Dennis, Linda Simkins, Richard Cooper (first row, I. to r.)
Barbara Chew, Ann Olson, Pat Johnson (second row, I. to r.) Molly
Moerschbacher, Sondra Prosser, Herb Spannuth, and Lisa Emery (third
row, I. to r.) enjoy a humorous note from Dr. Vosburgh's talk.
WetLJld
OPERATING UNDER the plan initi-
ated by ECCA this year, Methodist and
Presbyterian students usually meet the first
Wednesday of every month. Speakers, mov-
ies, and discussions provide fun, fellowship,
and a chance to exchange ideas.
I reAbutericin
students
Professor Nelson, Jean Apgar, Ross Ricketts, Janet Dahms, Larry Jones,
Nan Philo, Tom Pinnel, Bob Bailey, and Barbara Bechtel plan for a meet-







Choir, directed by Professor David P.
Willoughb\', has become an indispensable
part of student activities. Made up of forty
select voices, and accompanied by Betty
Markley, the choir provided special music
during Chapel Services, participated in vari-
ous musical programs sponsored by the col-
lege, and toured throughout Pennsylvania
and New Jersey highlighting many church
and school programs.
Members of the choir enjo)cd an evening
of socializing at the home of Professor Wil-
loughby early in the year. The social helped
members to get acquainted and was soon
followed by frequent practices in preparation
for the busy schedule. The hard work prov-
ed to be worthwhile—the choir maintained
its high standards in all performances.
Participants in the college choir include, first row I. to r., Manlyn Brubaker, Joan Leatherman, Frank Ingham, Dale Kilhefner, Richard
Lytle, Betty Markley, Joan Raver, Henrietta Kohr; second row I, to r., Linda Hollinger, Allegra Yohe, Jack Neibert, John Holsinger, Janice
Ferster, Peggy Jackson, Marjorie Ferster; third row I. to r., Ruth Ann Geiselman, Ruth Stehman, Edward Beardslee, Wilbur Gibble, Mike
Honeywell, Glenn Bucher, Donna Ness, Kay Campbell, Lorraine Murphy; fourth row 1. to r., Lynne Roudabush, Evelyn Strass, Lonny
Thomas, Robert Heffley, Dale Varner, Mary Gladfelter, Sandra Reifsteck.
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PROGRAM OF MUSICAL WORSHIP
Prelude
Congregational Hymn and Processional
Invocation Choir and Student
GOD, THE FATHER
THINE IS THE KINGDOM A. R. Gaul
from "The Holy City" (English; 1837-1913)
HE, WATCHING OVER ISRAEL Felix Mendelssohn
from "Elijah" (German; 1809-1847)
ALLELUJA W. A. Mozart
from the motet "Exsultate, Jubilate" (Austrian; 1756-1791)
A MIGHTY FORTRESS IS OUR GOD . . Martin Luther
(German; 1483-1546)
GOD, THE SON
JESU, DULCIS MEMORIA Tomas Luis de Victoria
(Spanish; 1540-1611)
JESUS, OUR LORD, WE ADORE THEE ... Will James
Men's Quartet
CAN'T YO' HEAH ME MOANIN' LORD .... Will James




LEGENDE Peter llyitch Tchaikovsky
(Russian; 1809-1847)
EVERY MOMENT OF EVERY DAY . N. J. Clayton
'TIS MIDNIGHT AND ON OLIVE'S BROW . . W. B. Bradbury
MY HOPE IS BUILT ON NOTHING LESS . W. B. Bradbury
GOD, THE HOLY SPIRIT
OBLIVION—(Words by Ralph Spaulding Cushman) David Willoughby
LOST IN THE NIGHT , . Finnish Folk Song
Soloist—Mary Gladfelter (Arranged by F. M. Christiansen)
PRELUDES TO ETERNITY ... Franz Liszt




Professors Fisher and Willoughby plan for a joint con-
cert of the women's chorus and the male glee club.
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Trio—Lorraine Murphy, Evelyn Strauss, and Mary Trio—Lynne Roudabush, Sandra Reifstecl<, and Linda
Gladfelfer. Hollinger.
(^ndembled
THE VARIOUS ENSEMBLES, consist-
ing of two Ladies' Trios, Two Men's Quar-
tets, a Mixed Quartet, and a Women's Tri-
ple Trio, contributed much to the choral
program of Elizabethtown College. The
groups, made up of choir members only, are
assisted by Professor Nevin Fisher and Pro-
fessor Willoughby.
In addition to supplementing the touring
program, the small groups organized deputa-
tions, sang for local service organizations,
for chapel, and for school concerts and as-
semblies.
THE CHORAL UNION was organized
at the beginning of the second semester. It
consisted of members of the College Choir,
the Women's Chorus, and the Men's Glee
Club. Professor Fisher directed the group
which presented the inspiring oratorio by
Gounod, The Redemption, as a climax of
their combined efforts.













Triple Trio—First row, I. to r., Ruth Ann Geiselman, Joan
Leatherman, Allegra Yohe; second row, I. to r., Margaret Jack-
son, Joan Raver, Marjorie Ferster; third row, I. to r., Donna
Ness, Kay Campbell, and Henrietta Kohr.
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C^ndembleS
THE WOMEN'S CHORUS proved to
be the largest single musical organization of
the college this year. Under the direction of
Professor Fisher, the seventy-five voices per-
formed well in the Secular Concert in No-
vember and also took part in various other
musical events throughout the year. The
repertoire of the chorus consisted largely of
light, secular numbers.
THE MEN'S GLEE CLUB provided an
opportunitv for young men not in the Col-
lege Choir to sing in a group. Professor Wil-
loughby directed the chorus of t\vent^'-f^ve
who also participated in a number of choral
programs.
AS THE BLUE JAYS move onto the bas-
ketball court the E-tones strike up "When
the Saints Come Marching In," and the
cheering section responds enthusiastically.
These musicians are a definite asset in estab-
lishing school spirit for all athletic events
at Elizabethtovvn College. The E-tones per-
form at pep rallies and various student as-
semblies as well as at basketball games.
The E-tones—Charles Denlinger, Jack Huiff, Bob
Whittlinger, Hubert Callihan, Glenn Bucher, and Bob
Hanle helped to spark enthusiasm at the Homecoming
Day soccer game.
^tones
Charles Denlinger, Larry Bucher, Bob
Hanle, Glenn Bucher, Dale Kilhef-




VIRTUALLY UNKNOWN to many
students during the early part of the year,
tlie Klizabetlitown College Band presented
its first concert on Sunday, March 5. The
program included special numbers by a
trumpet trio composed of Larry Smith,
Richard Ensinger and Gil Rinehart and by
a clarinet quartet composed of Lorraine
Krall, Phyllis Keener, Gloria Eshelman, and
Nancy Neidlinger.
Under the direction of Mr. W'illoughby,
a similar concert was held later in the spring.
Larry Smith, Phyllis Keener, and Mr. Wil-
loughby also participated in the Fourteenth
Annual Pennsylvania Intercollegiate Band
Festival at Albright College, March 16-18.
Under the direction of David Wil-
loughby, the band rehearses for its
initial concert. Members include
(first row, I. to r.) Marcia Helms,
Larry Smith, Richard Ensinger, Gilbert
Rinehart, Phyllis Keener, Joseph Van-
geri, Sally Hollinger, Gary Rohr-
baugh, Gayle Lowman; (second row,
I. to r.) Joanne Bixler, Whitfield
Warmouth, Nancy Neidlinger, Gloria
Eshelman, Lorraine Krall, Barbara
Korns, Barbara Chew, and Karen
Baker.
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Dances for Special Occasions
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c. tlionuocuuon
THE SIXTY-SECOND annual Charter
Day Convocation exercises were highlighted
by the address of Dr. Gould Wickey, promi-
nent Lutheran clergyman. Dr. Wickey,
holder of five honorary doctorates and ex-
ecutive director of the National Lutheran
Educational Conference, Washington, D. C.
spoke on "The Challenge of Cultural
Changes to Christian Higher Education."
President A. C. Baugher presided during
the service which marked the opening of the
1960-1961 academic year. Others taking part
in the program were Dean Roy McAuley,
Dr. Carl Zeigler, Dr. Nevin Zuck, and Pro-
fessor Nevin W. Fisher.
I mmE. r, LLW'"' |P'5^^BBH|





Dr. Baugher and Dr. Gould Wickey wait to greet
friends after the Convocation exercises.
THE WOMEN'S AUXILIARY of the
College held its annual meeting on Febru-
ary 11 in the Fellowship Hall of the local
Church of the Brethren. Dr. Eunice Roberts
addressed the group on the role of educated
women in the modern world. New officers
were elected and Ethel M. B. Wenger, one
of the founders of the auxiliary, was honored
upon her retirement as president. A two-
year project undertaken by these women,
interested in the welfare of the College, is
the equipment of room 168 in the library as
a periodicals room. Other projects have in-
cluded the purchase of third floor lounge




Right: Toastmistress Mrs. John G.
Hershey, new president Mrs. Wal-
lace Baldwin, Dean Vera R. Hack-
man, and outgoing president Ethel
M. B. Wenger talk with speaker Dr.
Althea Hottel (center) after the Feb-




Cute blonde Linda Stover, a Freshman, will rule
over this year's Homecoming activities.
Dancing to the music of Andy Angelucci
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der the Elms in front of Alpha Hall
10:00 a.m.—Women's Auxiliary
Bazaar, Porch of Men's Residence






12:00 p.m.—Lunch for students
and guests in dining hall
12:40 p.m.—C ross Country
against Lincoln Univ.
1:30 p.m.—Soccer with Gettysburg






8:00 p.m.—Sock and Buskin play
in Alumni-Gymnasium
Many people visited the Women's
Auxiliary bazaar on the porch of the
New Men's Residence.
The girls worked hard at the dormi-
tory displays built around the theme
"Autumn," but Wing B, second floor
of the Men's Residence, took the





The Jaygals defeated Moravian.
Henry Nelson captured the Ugly
Man title.
The sophomores cheered enthusi-
astically but . . .
The freshmen girls won the cheering
contest.
The sophomores won the first pull
and tugged on the second but . . .
•..r:* -\. ^ii, '^'*''
The freshmen won the tug-of-war on the third pull despite a previous dip
in the lake.
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^J^eif (/J>eautu C^nhanced tm
Carroll Hershey and Mike Yurchak








The New Men's Residence
was fornnally dedicated In
the Church of the Brethren.
l<CoualLi^ l^
X
Hindered by the brlqht sun, Lois Herr, Queen
Linda Stover, Sandra Lutz, and Ruth Ann Geisel-






aanlficence of the cJ^au
Escorted to the soccer game bv the Homecoming Committee chairman, Ross Ricketts,
Queen Linda greets the crowd from her car.
Dke WUwoman
oP L^kauiof
T '^fMk'l; ^'^s Madwoman relives her youth in
dreams.
Claude Foreman as the Ragpicker implores the mercy of the Countess' court.
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Queen of the May
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Theme
K^nce L4fron an ^dland
May 14, i960 . . . fourteenth May Day . . . delightful day . . .
1:30 p.m. . . . Overture . . . Fanfare . . . Court processional . . .
crowning of the Queen . . . presentations by class presidents . . .
the footstool . . . the scepter . . . the globe . . . the garland. . . .
Pageant . . . the Dance of the Sea . . . the appearance of the
Pearl . . . kidnap of the pearl by pirates . . . sailors to the rescue
. . . the Encounter on the Beach . . . pirates lose . . . celebration
of victory . . . the Coral May Pole Dance . . . Court recessional. . . .
Events of the day . . . victorious in tennis . . . victorious in
baseball ... art exhibit by Professor Libhart in library . . . photog-
raphy exhibit by Kerry Rice and Albert Yamada . . . large crowd
for showing of slides by Jim Yeingst . . . telling of stories by
children's literature class. . . .
Entertaining evening . . . Call Me Madam . . . repeat perform-
ance . . . highly successful Junior Show . . . Joan Lank, student
director . . . Robin Bonier, Mrs. Sally Adams . . . Joe Wagen-
seller, Cosmo Constantine . . . from Washington, D. C. to Lichten-
burg . . . much work . . . much applause.
Events of the Day
Dell —CROWNING OF QUEEN Gibble Science Hall —THE COLLEGE IN COLOR







Members of Class of 1964
and Friends
burg Room 188 —CHILDREN'S STORY HOUR
2:30 P.M. —BASEBALL
3-4 P.M. Children 4-6
Elizabethtown vs. Lebanon Room 184 —CHILDREN'S STORY HOUR
Valley 3-4 P.M. Children 7-9
Library —FACULTY AND STUDENT Dining Hall —FELLOWSHIP SUPPER
Room 168 PHOTOGRAPHY AND ART 5:30-7:00 P.M.
3-7 P.M. EXHIBIT
Center Campus —STUDENT ORGAN RECITAL
Center Campus —PUNCH HOUR Rider Hall
3-4:30 P.M. by Women's Auxiliary 6:30 P.M.
Alumni-Auditorium —"CALL ME MADAM" MUSI-
8 P.M. CAL
15.3
A large crowd awaits the ar-
rival of the queen.
I u^ -^'.1r
Following the Overture and Fanfare, the Queen's court precedes her to the throne.
Seated in state, the queen and her court enjoy the battle between the pirates and the sailors.
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With a coronet of daisies, former queen, Phyllis Moser, crowns Carol Beard, Queen
of the May.
Pausing on the New Residence
steps before attending a tea
in their honor are the mem-
bers of the 1960 May Court:
sophomore, Joyce Taylor; jun-
ior, Elizabeth Forrer; seniors,
Sylvia Santee and Melanie
Swingler; queen, Carol Beard;
maid of honor, Joyce Wenger;
freshmen, Mary Zug and Molly
Moerschbacher; junior, Ruth
Risser; and sophomore, Linda
Wagner.
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With the robe, the hood, the processional, the
music, the diploma, and the address the student
becomes an alumnus.
Ssrebruuri¥
GRADUATION IS THE ULTIMATE
goal in the process of aequiring a eollege edu-
cation. Just as each bud and leaf signify the
growth of the plant, the achievement of the
college diploma is another step in the growth
of an indi\idua].
The Mav Commencement of iq6i, larg-
est of the three during the year, marked
a highlight in the culmination of Dr. A. C.
Baugher's duties as president of the College.
The symbol of achievement for the college stu-
dent is the diploma presented to him by Dr. A. C.
Baugher. This paper signifies the adequate com-




if/au — ^^UQUdt'^ r
The feature Commencement address was
given b\- Dr. Carroll V. Newsom, president
of New York Uni\'ersity.
Dr. George L. Dctweiler, pastor of the
Church of the Brethren, Waynesboro, Pa.,
delivered the Baccalaureate sermon. Hon-
orary degrees were granted to Samuel




from York who designed se\'eral of the cur-
rent buildings on campus: and Dr. Newsom.
Joyce Miller, Janet Wolgemuth, Carol
Heilman, and Mona Wyles comprise
the list of honor graduates from the
class of 1961.
Dr. Carroll V. Newsom
President, New York University
June commencement speaker




You are never lacking for something to do;
You never hurt others, or get in the road
In taking pleasures by nature bestowed;
—James G. Needhajn
How applicable these three lines of poetry
are to the athletic facet of college life. The stu-
dents who participate in the athletic program of
a college, whether intramural or intercollegiate,
take advantage of one of the greatest gifts be-
stowed upon man—his well co-ordinated physical
body.
Most sports are played outdoors on the very
lap . of Nature. This is most appropriate since
Nature and athletics have some characteristics in
common. Both contain action and fury culminat-
ing in fulfillment. This fulfillment in athletics may
not always mean a win or a trophy. Most often,
perhaps, it is just the knowledge that one gave his
best effort on behalf of his team or college. After
all, Nature's fulfillment is not always the ultimate
of perfection. Who has not seen a misshapen tree
or flower? But the miracle of that tree or flower is
not necessarily its perfection. Its miracle lies rather
in the very fact of its existence.





Included on the soccer squad this season are first row, I. to r,, Woody Kerkeslager, Al Hershey, Bob Lash,
Carroll Hershey, Don Schwartz, Gerry Botdorf, Mike Yurchak, Herb Spannuth; second row, I. to r.. Coach Herr,
Russ Glazier, Ed Kowalski, Jeff Sensing, Ron Shubert, ken Krall, Fred Seltzer, Paul Leicht, Bill Umberger, Bill
Bensing; third row, I. to r., Warner Cheeks, Marty Heilman, Ray Diener, Rick Brown, Frank Zimrmerman, Paul
Chase, Dave Merkel.
STARTING THE SEASON with a 16-1
victory over Susquehanna, the Blue Jays
ga\e fans a first glance at what was to be-
come one of the great soccer teams in the
nation. Breaking record after record, the
Jays fought their way to the NAIA Tourna-
ment where they soundly defeated Tabor
College, Kansas, and became National Co-
Champions, sharing the honors with New-
ark College of Engineering, New Jersey.
Throughout their ten game schedule and
two tournament games, the Jays, coached
by Ira R. Herr, maintained aggressive play
and polished teamwork. Next year's team
will have a hard time replacing such valu-
able players as Warner Cheeks, Russ
Glazier, Carroll Hershey, Ellwood Kerke-
slager, Herb Spannuth, and Don Schwartz,
but capable returning hooters intend to keep
up the tradition.
Milestones of the i960 season—Mike
Yurchak sets an indi\idual scoring record of
30 goals . . . Carroll Hershey scores 15, Al
Hershey 14 . . . Team soars above previous
season totals with 82 goals against their
opponents' 14 . . . For the second straight
year Elizabethtown hooters receive NAIA
tournament invitation . . . Carroll Hershey
establishes a record of 25 assists . . . Squad
carries undefeated string to 24 games.
Rewards of Victory—NAIA Co-Cham-
pionship trophy was won at Slippery Rock
State College . . . All-American honors went
to Warner Cheeks and Carroll Hershey . . .
Ellwood Kerkeslager was awarded the Most
Valuable Player trophy at the NAIA play-
offs . . . MAC Northern Division all-star
recognition included Carroll Hershey, first
team; Al Hershey and Warner Cheeks, sec-
ond team; Ellwood Kerkeslager, Russ Glazier
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Coach Herr relates the funny side of a success story. At the victory banquet
Coach Ira Herr presents the
NAIA trophy to Dr. Baugher and the Most Valuable




















































E. Stroudsburg 2 1
Bucknell 3 4
Hofstra 5 1




of Engineering 2 2
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^J^ocke¥
Coaches Julia Risser and Jean Anne Rogers pause to give their teams suggestions after games with Shippensburg.
Playing on the teams this year are, first row I. to r., Virginia Heisey, Elaine Flemming, Lucy Clemens, Lucinda Kratzer, Martha
Eppley, Patricia Usinger, Lorraine Flemming, Beverly Wilson, Sheila Laxton, Joyce Mease; second row I. to r., Lois Herr, Susan
Wood, Sarah Wenger, Linda Eshelman, Esther Strehle, Naomi Lucabaugh, Barbara Bomberger, Jean Zearfoss, Sandra Swann,
Marcia Helms, Sylvia Ingham, Carol Bush, Ruth Robinson, Ruth Ann Tice, Janet Myers, Lois Hartman, and Kay Jones.
»R- "S**
Strategy is planned in a team huddle at halftinne.
i960 TURNED OUT to be another
success-filled year for the girls' field hockey
team as they scored 43 goals and permitted
only 7 to be scored against them. The high
scoring force was led by sophomore Linda
Eshelman with 16 goals, senior Lucy
Clemens with 10, and sophomore Sally
Wenger who tallied 8. Supported by a gran-
ite-like defense, goalie Brownie Tice, a
senior, added five shut-outs to the Blue Jay
record.
Since Miss Julia Risser has been coach-
ing the Blue Ja\s, her victorious record cov-
ering 6 years boast 33 wins, 6 ties, and 7
losses. The Junior X^arsity, coached by Miss
Jean Anne Rogers, was led in scoring by
Naomi Lucabaugh, a sophomore, and Sheila
Laxton, a freshman.
Graduation cut decph- for next year's team
will have to fill the places of seniors Kay
Jones, Lucy Clemens, Pat Usinger, Carol





Varsity Jaygals Lois Hart man Jean Zarfoss, Lucy Clemens, Sheila Laxton,
Linda Eshelman, Joyce Mease, Sarah Wenger, and Kay Jones present tough
competition for an opposition.
-\*^f^ ' ^ ,r
1' »
Carol Bush, Sylvia Ingham, Lois Herr, Ruth Ann Tice, Susan Wood, Ruth
Robinson, and Pat Usinger make up the varsity defense.
FIELD HOCKEY
VARSITY TEAM E.C. Opp.
Dickinson 8





Lock Haven 2 1
Shippensburg 7 1










RECORD—2 wins, 2 losses
4k
tX'
Sally Wenger successfully drives the ball away from her opponent.
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,Nlii
Coach Ira Herr lines up Fred Joost, Richard Wright, Joe Moore, Don Hosier, Wally Macpherson, Bill Drean,
Lloyd Nyce, Mike Staman, Dave Brownback, and Wilbur GIbble with managers Bill Gould and Bob Hanle for
a pep talk prior to the doffing their sweat suits just before a meet.
C^roJJ L^countri¥
Three leading harriers—Don Hos-
ier, Lloyd Nyce and Wilbur Gibble
—flip a coin for first place.
4
.*> „ -' -
m$n.ii
WITH THE EXPERIENCE of seniors
Don Hosier and Lloyd Nyce and the coach-
ing of Ira R. Herr, the i960 thinclads
opened the season with two straight vic-
tories but failed to continue the winning
trend. Mike Staman, a freshman, and Wilbur
Gibble, a junior, set the pace throughout
the year with Wally Macpherson and Bill
Drean supporting them. Depending mainly
upon freshmen, the team as a whole lacked
experience but not the will to win.







Lincoln Univ. 32 24









RECORD—2 wins, 1 tie, 6 losses
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l/Urestii
Dr. Byerly's squad which includes Jim Balmer, Galen Lehman and Arthur Spease (first row,
I. to r.) and Larry Hetzel, Gary Maul, Jim Weaver, and Joe Moore (second row, I. to r.) poses
on the mats just before a meet.
COMING THROUGH with several de-
cisive victories during the first semester, the
Blue Jay wrestlers seemed to be headed in
the right direction. Captain Jim Weaver and
Coach Robert Bycrly led the team from
workouts to matches.
Howe\er, after semester grades came out,
pinning four of tlie top men, the team
wrestled under a rather severe handicap.
High scorers for the year were sophomore
Galen Lehman, freshman Dick Long, junior
Jim Weaver, and sophomore Bill Umberger.
With the majority of his matmen returning,
Coach Bverlv can look forward to an expe-












Western Maryland 16 18
Albright 6 30
RECORD— 3 wins 8 losses
Coach Robert Byerly appears pleased as his captain
Jim Weaver works out with Larry Brown.
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(/S^ashewall
Dale Good, Ted Wohnsiedler, Barry Boyer, Marty Hefferan, Sam Gruber, Bob Geiger, John Neeley, Jim
Sclichter, Jack Lantz, Ed Harnley, and Ray Diener comprise Coach Don Smith's varsity squad this year.
Marty Hefferan gauges the opposition for a pass.
VARSITY BASKETBALL











Lebanon Valley 77 66
Lebanon Valley 55 75
St. Joseph's 65 98
Wilkes 80 76
Juniata 73 64







RECORD~l 1 wins, 1 1 losses
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COACH DON SMITH'S Blue Jay bas-
ketball team won nine straight games at
home before losing the season finale, on
their way to an ii-ii season.
Pulling upsets over PMC, LVC, Millers-
ville, and Dickinson, the Blue and Grey
could do no wrong on the home boards.
Bob Gciger, Jay senior captain, finished
his last season at E-Town by scoring 357
points, to bring his varsity total to i,oy8.
Heading the scoring column with 369
points was junior Barry Boyer, who also
led the Javs with a 47.6 percentage from the
floor.
Ed Harnly was third in scoring with 336.
He led the team in rebounding with 245.
Seniors Geiger, Harnly, and Marty Hef-
feran played their last games for the Blue
Jays. Hefferan filled the role of playmaker,
and found time to score 181 points.
With the loss of these three seniors
through graduation, the Jays will ha\e a
tough row to hoe next season, but Coach
Don Smith feels that the Jays will have a
better than .500 season next year. Ray Diener fights against Western Maryland.
Junior varsity team members Don Schlosser, Larry Kozubal, Hubert Callihan, John Saalman, Frank Zimmer-
man, Jerry Morris, John Graham, George Ely, Jay Lehman, George Heintzelman, and their coach Richard








Lebanon Valley 40 24
Bridgewater 35 55
Muhlenberg 83 43
Lebanon Valley 43 25
Gettysburg 37 40
Lock Haven 39 38
East Stroudsburg 37 63
Moravian 47 33
RECORD—7 wins--4 losses
The varsity basketball squad is comprised of (first row/, I. to r.) manager
Sandra MacLaughlin, Lucinda Kratzer, Kay Jones, Lucy Clemens, Coach
Julia Risser; (second rovi/, I. to r.) Kathryn MacGregor, Anne Sharpe,
Susan Wood, Ruth Tice, Mary Mumma, Sandra Sv^/ann, and Janet Myers.
POSTING ANOTHER winning season,
the Jaygals outseored their opponents 494 to
440 points and demonstrated snperb plav on
the liardwood. Seniors Liicv Clemens and
Sandy Swann, forwards, and Kay Jones and
Ruth Tice, guards, provided steady good
play to insure the \ictorious record. Sopho-
more Cindy Kratzer, a\'eraging 12.:; points
per game, and freshman Anne Sharp with a
10.4 a\eragc consistently led the scoring.
With Miss Julia Risser coaching, the
Ja\gals succcssfulh' completed a year \\'hich
had brought strong competition against
them. The junior varsity, coached by Miss
Jean Anne Rogers and led in scoring \)\
l-'.lcanor Hall, gained experience throughout
the season, soundly defeating Lebanon \'al-
le\' and the nurses from St. Joseph's in
Lancaster.






The junior varsity team includes (first row, I. to r.) Ann Swayze,
Margaret Jackson, Eleanor Hall, Beth Swanson, Coach Jean
Anne Rogers,- (second row, I. to r.) Martha Eppley, Phyllis Lach-
man, Bonnie Royce, Marjorie Coar; (third row, I. to r.) Suzanne







Lebanon Valley 39 13
Lebanon Valley 35 17
Gettysburg 23 44
St. Joseph's 53 12
RECORD—3 wins--4 losses
Susan Wood fights hard for the ball. ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^,
Sandy Swann evades her guard's attempt to block her score.
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(^neerleaderS
Aiding our teams in their lunge toward victory, Sandy Martin, Kaye Butler, Captain Judy Nesbit, Susan Faber,
and Sally Wenger proudly wear the attire of varsity cheerleaders.
Junior varsity cheerleaders, Bonnie Hancher, Diana Miller, Susan Wade, Shirley Haldeman, and Priscilla Jay
lend support to the junior varsity basketball team.
172
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UNDER THE VETERAN coaching of
Ira R. Herr, the victorious Blue Jay ball club
compiled an excellent record of lo wins
against 7 losses. Coming just a gam^ or two
shy of the MAC playoffs, the i960 team
tied for third place while indi\'idual players
distinguished themselves with stellar per-
formances.
Freshman Ray Diener, throwing his fa-
mous fast ball, pitched his way to 4 vic-
tories and 86 strike-outs, as veteran Bob
Geiger proved to be the mainstay of the
pitching staff. The team as a whole per-
formed spectacularly on defense, and on of-
fense the team was always a threat to op-
posing pitchers. Second baseman Carroll
Hershey finished the season with a perfect
fielding average, while topping the North-
ern Division with 20 runs scored and an
equal number of hits.
Although top hitters Bill Pennsyl, Lloyd
Bortzfield, and Ken Fasick came to bat for
their last year, forecasts are good for 1961.
The baseball team will be bolstered by elev-
en returning letternien and several promis-
ing freshmen plus some upperclassmen re-





F. &M. 13 1














RECORD— 10 wins, 7 losses
Ray Diener demonstrates his pitching ability.
Batter up! E-town is ready to play ball.
Members of the 1961 team— Warner Cheeks, Ray Diener,





Included on the team this season are Frank Zimmerman, Robert Peters, Herb
Spannuth, John Kieft, Frank Hurley, and Lloyd Nyce.
MEN'S TENNIS
TEAM E.C. Opp.












RECORD—4 wins. 7 losses
WITH A DECISIVE VICTORY over
Gettysburg and a close one o\er Millersville,
Coach Don Smith's tennis squad brought
the i960 season to a climactic end. Dick
Lantzy, senior, Eugene Gordon, junior, and
Milt Smith, also a junior, came through as
leaders of the Blue Jays on the tennis court.
Left without these three top players, the
ig6i team will reh- on the ability of the few
returning Icttcrmcn and oncoming freshmen













STROKING THE WAY to five vic-
tories and one close defeat, the ig6o's wom-
en's tennis team helped establish a sport
that, in the 1961 season, will be recognized
as an official part of the athletic program.
Seniors Bette Jane Holman, Shirley Lantzy,
and Barbara Schlickenmacir played their last
collegiate year on the courts. This spring Pat
Usingcr, Ruth Tice, and Top player Linda
Eshelman will lead the team.
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1961 Cconedtofan Staff
Editor Carol R. Heilman
Business Manager Richard Spangler
Adviser James L, M. Yeingst
Photographers Kerry Rice
Albert Yamada
Literary Editors Joan Lank
Sandra Lutz
Layout Editors Ruth Koch
Elfriede Elston
Sport Editors Lois Herr
Ellwood Kerkeslager






Liteiary Staff Layout Staff
Linda Eshelman Barbara Brokaw Joan Leatherman
Janet Espenshade Gorden Campbell Anne Makowiak
Joyce Symanski Belva Cassel Maryleigh Mitman
Linda Elliott Benson Murray
Use Langer Diana Neubauer
Carole Shanklin
Editor 6 i [oh
Spring, i960 . . . advanced planning . . .
choose cover design . . . September . . .
taking freshmen pictures . . . class portraits
. . . planning layouts . . . taking a multitude
of pictures . . . writing copy and captions
. . . coffee breaks . . . many secretarial
duties. . . .
February, 1961 . . . March . . . sending
copy to the printer . . . proofreading galleys
. . . patiently awaiting reproduction proofs
. . . trimming and posting pictures . . . final
proofreading . . . April ... a completed
task. ...
Gratitude ... a fine staff . . . faithful
student photographers, Kerry Rice and
Albert Yamada . . . patient adviser, James
L. M. Yeingst . . . cooperative printer, Geof-
frey Sowers . . . helpful cover salesman, Dom
Graziano . . . competent photographer, \^ere
Bishop . . . thorough registrar, Emma R.
Engle . . . cooperation and support . . . stu-
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